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Abstract. Both the formal and the computational models of cryptography con-
tain the notion of messageequivalenceor indistinguishability. An encryption
scheme providessoundnessfor indistinguishability if, when mapping formal mes-
sages into the computational model, equivalent formal messages are mapped to
indistinguishable computational distributions. Previous soundness results are lim-
ited in that they do not apply whenkey-cyclesare present. We demonstrate that an
encryption scheme provides soundness in the presence of key-cycles if it satisfies
the recently-introduced notion ofkey-dependent message(KDM) security. We
also show that soundness in the presence of key-cycles (and KDM security) nei-
ther implies nor is implied by security against chosen ciphertext attack (CCA-2).
Therefore, soundness for key-cycles is possible using a new notion of compu-
tational security, not possible using previous such notions, and the relationship
between the formal and computational models extends beyond chosen-ciphertext
security.

1 Introduction

‘Security’ is the Rorschach blob of theoretical computer science: every model of com-
putation has attempted to define it in its own way. In the area of cryptographic protocols,
two models are noteworthy for their natural definitions and rigorous proofs. The first of
these models, thecomputational model, is derived from complexity theory. Its defini-
tions are phrased in terms of the asymptotic behavior of Turing machines, and its main
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proof technique is the reduction. The other of these two models, theformal model (or,
Dolev-Yao model), is so-named because of its genesis in the field of formal methods.
Its definitions are phrased in terms of process algebras and state machines (particularly
non-deterministic ones) and it uses many different proof methods (including automated
ones).

In this work, we consider the relationship between these two models; more pre-
cisely, the relationship between a simplified formal model following the technique of
Abadi and Rogaway, and the computational implementation of this model. There are
two key differences between them: their representations of messages and the powers
they give to the adversary.

– In thecomputational model, messages are families of probability distributions over
bit-strings (indexed by the security parameter). The adversary is modeled as an
algorithm of realistic computational power: probabilistic polynomial-time.

– The formal modelimposes a great deal more structure. Messages are expressions,
built according to a particular grammar. The atomic messages are symbols repre-
senting keys, random values, texts, and so on. More complex messages can be built
from simpler ones via the two operations of pairing and encryption. The adversary
is given only limited power to manipulate these expressions, such as separating a
concatenation or decrypting an encryption (if it knows the needed key).

Despite these differences, certain intuitions can be translated between the two mod-
els in the expected way. In particular, under carefully chosen conditions,indistinguisha-
bility of messagescan be mapped directly from one model to the other. In the formal
model of Abadi and Rogaway, two expressions are thought to be indistinguishable to
the adversary, also calledformally equivalent, if their only differences lie in encryption
terms that cannot be decrypted by the formal adversary. In the computational model,
on the other hand, messages are families of probability distributions on bit-strings.
Indistinguishability of computational messages is captured by the standard notion of
computational indistinguishability (i.e., indistinguishability by an efficient algorithm).

Relating the two models.Once a computational encryption scheme is fixed, an intuitive
function establishes the relationship between the two models. This function (calledin-
terpretation), maps each formal expression to an ensemble (indexed by the security pa-
rameter) of probability distributions over bit-strings. Given an encryption scheme, and
hence a particular interpretation function, one can then ask whether all pairs of equiva-
lent formal messages map to indistinguishable probability distribution ensembles. If so,
we say thatsoundnessholds4 and it implies that the formal model is a faithful abstrac-
tion of the computational model in the sense that security of the formal model implies
security in the computational.

The first soundness result of this type is due to Abadi and Rogaway in the symmetric-
key encryption setting [2]. They demonstrated that soundness holds when the security
level of the computational encryption algorithm is ‘type-0,’ a property of their own

4 This particular kind of soundness is but one piece of a much larger definition, but as a conve-
nient shorthand we will use ‘soundness’ in this paper to mean soundness of message indistin-
guishability.
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devising. This result was later translated to the public-key setting (which is also the set-
ting we will consider in this paper) by Micciancio and Warinschi [41]. They found that
soundness in this setting is guaranteed by encryption schemes that satisfy the standard
definition of chosen-ciphertext security (CCA-2 in the notation of [13]). This power of
chosen-ciphertext security has been confirmed by subsequent extensions [29, 19]. How-
ever, both the original result of Abadi and Rogaway and the later extensions (including
those that use CCA-2 security) share a common limitation: they do not necessarily ap-
ply in the presence of key-cycles.

A persistent question.A formal messageM contains akey-cycleif it contains encryp-
tion terms{M1}K1 , {M2}K2 , . . . ,{Mn}Kn

(where{Mi}Ki
denotes the encryption of

the messageMi with the public keyKi) such thatMi contains the key necessary to
decrypt{Mi+1}Ki+1 andMn contains the key necessary to decrypt{M1}K1 . The sim-
plest key-cycle is the message{K−1}K , whereK−1 denotes the (private) decryption
key associated with the encryption keyK, but more complex key-cycles are possible
(e.g.,{K−1

2 }K1 {K−1
1 }K2 ).

The formal model makes no distinction between those messages that posses key-
cycles and those that do not. Further, the presence of a key-cycle will not prevent a
formal expression from being interpreted as a computational distribution ensemble in
the natural way. However, neither the soundness result of Abadi and Rogaway nor sub-
sequent soundness demonstrations (described in Section 2) are known to hold for such
messages. (In fact, the stronger of these results [10, 19] assume that no private or sym-
metric keys are encrypted at all!)

Thus, the question of key-cycles is both interesting in its own right and has im-
plications in a larger context. The standard security definitions for computational en-
cryption, such as CCA-2 security, do not obviously imply security in the presence of
key-cycles [38]. The formal model, on the other hand, assumes that key-cycles do not
weaken encryption in any way. Therefore, the issue of key-cycles may represent a ‘gap’
between the formal and computational models, and thus might shed light on their gen-
eral relationship.

Gaps between the two models.The majority of the results relating the two models
show the formal model to be sound with respect to standard definitions of the com-
putational model—with some notable exceptions. Some aspects of the formal model
have been shown to be overly strong relative to the computational model. For example,
the original soundness results of Abadi and Rogaway assumed that formal encryption
concealed all aspects of the plaintext. In particular, their result requires that symmet-
ric encryption hides (among other things)the length of the plaintext. Unfortunately, this
cannot be achieved for many contexts. Soundness in these other contexts is considered
by Micciancio and Warinschi [41], Laud [34], Bana [11], Micciancio and Panjwani [39]
and Ad̃ao, Bana and Scedrov [3], who require a weaker notion of formal equivalence.
(In keeping with this, we will use the more complex formal model that addresses these
weaknesses.)

On the other hand, other aspects of the formal model have been shown to be overly
weak compared to the computational one. Canetti and Herzog [19] and Backes and
Pfitzmann [9], for example, have demonstrated that the formal definition of secrecy
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(in the context of key-exchange protocols) is strictly weaker than the computational
definition. That is, some protocols may satisfy the formal notion of security but not
the computational one. Having demonstrated this gap, the authors close it by provid-
ing a strictly stronger formal definition that abstracts the computational definition in a
demonstrably faithful way.

Thus, at least two ‘gaps’ between the formal and computational models have been
uncovered. In both cases, their resolution forced changes onto the formal model. Should
the resolution of the problem of key-cicles again cause changes to the formal model, or
could it this time be more naturally resolved through modifications to the computational
model?

An alternate approach.Laud [33] has proposed a solution to the problem of key-cycles
which takes the first approach. That is, Laud’s solution provides soundness in the pres-
ence of key-cycles, but does so by weakening the notion of formal equivalence. It is
assumed that key-cycles somehow always ‘break’ the encryption and the formal ad-
versary is strengthened so as to be always able to ‘see’ inside the encryptions of a
key-cycle.

Soundness in the presence of key-cycles naturally holds under this assumption, but
we feel that the price paid is too high. Formal equivalence should reflect the ability
of the formal adversary to distinguish messages, which should in turn reflect the actual
extent to which the computational adversary can distinguish messages. It is often unrea-
sonable from a cryptographer’s point of view toa priori assume that the computational
adversary can break all key-cycles. We therefore propose, in this work, to demonstrate
soundness in the presence of key-cycles not by weakening encryption in the formal
model but by strengthening it in the computational one.

Our work. In this paper, we resolve the issue of soundness in the presence of key-
cycles by using the notion ofkey-dependent message(KDM) security for asymmetric
encryption. This definition was recently introduced simultaneously both by Black, Ro-
gaway and Shrimpton [14], who consider it in their own right, and by Camenisch and
Lysyanskaya [16], who use it for an anonymous credential system.

We, however, will use it to demonstrate two points:

1. As expected, and predicted by Blacket al., this new definition is strong enough to
provide soundness in the presence of keys cycles. That is, a KDM-secure encryption
scheme provides soundness for the existing and unweakened formal model.

2. Also, soundnessrequiresnew computational definitions of security. That is, we
demonstrate that soundness and KDM security neither imply nor are implied by
chosen-ciphertext (CCA-2) security, the strongest known definition of security in
the (standard) computational model.5

Thus, the problem of key-cycles was a genuine gap between the formal and compu-
tational models at the time of the original Abadi-Rogaway result, but with recent ad-
vances in the computational model it can be repaired. Also, soundness in the presence of

5 A stronger notion of security, plaintext-awareness, is known, but it is defined (generally) only
in the random-oracle model and so is regarded as non-standard. See Herzog, Liskov and Micali
[30] for fuller discussion and an alternate definition.
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key-cycles demonstrates that there is more to the relationship between the formal and
computational models (in the case of asymmetric encryption) than chosen-ciphertext
security.

Limitations. We note that our results contain a few limitations of their own. Firstly,
we consider a passive adversary only. Secondly, KDM security has only been actually
implemented in the random oracle model, a non-standard variation of the computational
model. Lastly, we use a weakened version of the formal model in which encryptions
reveal the length of the plaintext and the key used to encrypt. (Rephrased in the language
of Abadi and Rogaway [2], we consider ‘type-3’ encryption and not ‘type-0.’)

However, it should also be noted that these limitations are smaller than they may first
seem. We consider a passive adversary solely for simplicity. We expect that our results
can be extended to consider active adversaries (as was the original Abadi-Rogaway
result) and regard our work as a ‘first step’ towards that extension. Secondly, we do
not use the random oracle in this work. We use only thedefinitionof KDM security,
which is well-founded in the standard computational model and does not rely upon
the random oracle. Lastly, the issue of type-3 vs. type-0 encryption is orthogonal to
our work. We express our definitions and results in the style of type-3 encryption for
two reasons: to be in keeping with recent extensions, and because only type-3 security
is guaranteed by the standard computational definitions. (That is, definitions such as
chosen-ciphertext security do nota priori conceal the encryption key or the length of
the plaintext.) However, our results will map directly to their type-0 analogies provided
that the computational encryption scheme is length- and key-concealing as well as being
KDM-secure.

Overview of the paper.We begin with a discussion of some previous work (Section 2).
We then present (Section 3) modified versions of Abadi and Rogaway’s soundness def-
inition and result. As mentioned above, we consider encryption schemes that reveal the
key used to encrypt and the length of the plaintext.

We then show that (adaptive) chosen-ciphertext security alone cannot ensure sound-
ness in the presence of key-cycles (Section 4). Thus, soundness for key-cycles could not
have been demonstrated with the computational definitions available to Abadi and Ro-
gaway, and new definitions were necessary.

We then present the notion of KDM security (Section 5.1) and show that it is strong
enough to imply soundness in the presence of key-cycles (Section 5.2). We also show
(Section 5.3) that KDM-security is in fact a new notion: it neither implies nor is implied
by CCA-2 security. To finish our discussion on the relationships between the different
security notions, we also show that soundness does not imply semantic security (IND-
CPA security, in the notation of [13]).

We conclude (Section 6) with the discussion of some future work.
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2 Previous Work

Work intended to bridge the gap between the cryptographic and the formal models
started with several independent approaches, including Lincoln, Mitchell, Mitchell, and
Scedrov [36], Canetti [18], Pfitzmann, Schunter and Waidner [43, 44], and Abadi and
Rogaway [2]. In [2], formal terms with nested operations are considered specifically
for symmetric encryption, the adversary is restricted to passive eavesdropping, and the
security goals are formulated as indistinguishability of terms. This was extended in
[1] from terms to more general programs, but the restriction to passive adversaries re-
mained. We discuss other extensions of [2] further below. Several papers consider spe-
cific models or specific properties,e.g.,Guttman, Thayer, and Zuck [26] specifically
consider strand spaces and information-theoretically secure authentication.

A process calculus for analyzing security protocols in which protocol adversaries
may be arbitrary probabilistic polynomial-time processes is introduced in [36]. In this
framework, which provides a formal treatment of the computational model, security
properties are formulated as observational equivalences. Mitchell, Ramanathan, Sce-
drov, and Teague [42] use this framework to develop a form of process bisimulation
that justifies an equational proof system for protocol security.

The approach by Pfitzmann, Schunter and Waidner [43, 44] starts with a general
reactive system model, a general definition of cryptographically secure implementation
by simulatability, and a composition theorem for this notion of secure implementation.
This work is based on definitions of securefunctionevaluation,i.e., the computation of
one set of outputs from one set of inputs [27, 37, 15, 17]. The approach was extended
from synchronous to asynchronous systems in [45, 18], which are now known as the
reactive simulatability framework[45, 8] and theuniversal composability framework
[18]. A detailed comparison of the two approaches may be found in [23].

The first soundness result of a formal model under active attacks has been achieved
by Backes, Pfitzmann and Waidner [10] within the reactive simulatability framework.
Their result comprises arbitrary active attacks and holds in the context of arbitrary sur-
rounding interactive protocols and independently of the goals that one wants to prove
about the surrounding protocols; in particular, property preservation theorems for the
simulatability have been proved,e.g.,for integrity and secrecy [4, 9]. While the original
result in [10] considered public-key encryption and digital signatures, the soundness re-
sult was extended to symmetric authentication and to symmetric encryption in [7] and
[6], respectively.

Concurrently with [10], an extension to asymmetric encryption, but still under pas-
sive attacks, is in [30]. Asymmetric encryption under active attacks is considered in [28]
in the random oracle model. Laud [34] has subsequently presented a cryptographic un-
derpinning for a formal model of symmetric encryption under active attacks. His work
enjoys a direct connection with a formal proof tool, but it is specific to certain confi-
dentiality properties and restricts the surrounding protocols to straight-line programs in
a specific language. Herzoget al. [30] and Micciancio and Warinschi [41] also give a
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cryptographic underpinning under active attacks. Their results are narrower than that
in [10] since they are specific for public-key encryption, but consider simpler real im-
plementations. Moreover, [30] relies on a stronger assumption, which was subsequently
weakened by Herzog [29]. The approach in [41] restricts the classes of protocols and
protocol properties that can be analyzed. The work of [41] was subsequently extended
by Micciancio and Panjwani [39] to prove soundness of a group-key distribution proto-
col in the presence of a CPA-secure scheme. Cortier and Warinschi [21] use automated
tools for proving that symbolic integrity and specific secrecy proofs are sound with
respect to the computational model in the case of protocols that use nonces, signa-
tures and asymmetric encryption (see below for the relationship between symbolic and
cryptographic secrecy). Bana [11] and Adão, Bana, and Scedrov [3] extend the original
Abadi-Rogaway result to weaker encryption schemes. Laud and Corin [35] consider ex-
tensions to composite keys, while Baudet, Cortier, and Kremer [12] consider extensions
to equational theories and to static equivalence.

Impagliazzo and Kapron [32] suggest a formal logic for reasoning about probabilis-
tic polynomial-time indistinguishability. Datta, Derek, Mitchell, Shmatikov, and Turu-
ani [24] describe a cryptographically sound formal logic for proving protocol security
properties without explicitly reasoning about probability, complexity, or the actions of
a malicious attacker.

Recently, there has been concurrent and independent work on linking symbolic and
cryptographic secrecy properties. Cortier and Warinschi [21] have shown that symbol-
ically secret nonces are also computationally secret,i.e., indistinguishable from a fresh
random value given the view of a cryptographic adversary. Backes and Pfitzmann [9]
and Canetti and Herzog [19] have established new symbolic criteria that suffice to show
that a key is cryptographically secret. Backes and Pfitzmann formulate this as a prop-
erty preservation theorem from the formal model to a concrete implementation while
Canetti and Herzog link their criteria to ideal functionalities for mutual authentication
and key exchange protocols. Backes and Pfitzmann have additionally provided a new
definition of secrecy of payloads,i.e., application data, in a reactive framework, and
they pointed out a sufficient symbolic criteria to derive if a payload is cryptographically
secret.

The first cryptographically sound security proofs of the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe
protocol have been presented concurrently and independently in [5] and [47]. While the
first paper conducts the proof within a deterministic, symbolic framework, the proof in
the second paper is done from scratch in the cryptographic approach; on the other hand,
the second paper proves stronger properties and further shows that chosen-plaintext-
secure encryption is insufficient for the security of the protocol.

The relation between these two models is not one-way, that is, there is also re-
search regarding the other direction,completeness. (That is, an interpretation enforces
completeness if two formal messages must be equivalent whenever their interpretations
are indistinguishable.) Micciancio and Warinschi [40] show that a sufficiently strong
encryption scheme enforces completeness for indistinguishability properties, and later
Horvitz and Gligor [31] strengthened this result by giving an exact characterization of
the computational requirements on the encryption scheme under which completeness
holds. Later, it was shown by Bana [11] and Adão, Bana, and Scedrov [3] that com-
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pleteness also holds for a more general class of (weaker) encryption systems. We only
briefly mention that the simulatability-based results of [10, 7, 6] have shown complete-
ness implicitly to establish the notion of simulatability. We do not discuss completeness
any further in this work.

Finally, we stress that none of the aforementioned results hold in the presence
of key-cycles. As we mentioned in the introduction, this problem was addressed by
Laud [33] in a different way from the one that we will address in this paper.

3 Computational Soundness for Indistinguishability

We start presenting the formal model, and then describe the computational model in
a fairly standard way. Then, we introduce the notion of soundness we consider in
this paper: that equivalent formal expressions represent indistinguishable computational
distribution-ensembles.

In general, this is almost entirely identical to the treatment of Abadi and Rog-
away [2], with three exceptions: we deal with asymmetric encryption, formal encryp-
tions reveal the keys used to encrypt, and formal expressions have an associated ‘length.’

3.1 The Formal Model

In this model, messages (orexpressions) are defined at a very high level of abstraction.
The simplest expressions are symbols for atomic keys and bit-strings. More complex
expressions are created from simpler ones via encryption and concatenation, which are
defined as abstract, ‘black-box’ constructors.

Definition 1 (Expressions).LetKeys= {K1,K2,K3, ...} be an infinite discrete set of
symbols, called the set of encryption keys, andKeys−1 = {K−1

1 ,K−1
2 ,K−1

3 , ...} the
corresponding set of decryption keys. LetBlocksbe a finite subset of{0, 1}∗. We define
theset of expressions, Exp, by the grammar:

Exp ::= Keys | Keys−1 | Blocks | (Exp, Exp) | {Exp}Keys

We will denote by Keys(M) the set of all encryption keys occurring inM and by
Keys−1(M) the set of decryption keys inM . Expressions of the form{N}K are called
encryption terms.

Expressions may represent either a single message sent during an execution of the pro-
tocol, or the entire knowledge available to the adversary. In this second case, the ex-
pression contains not only the messages sent so far, but also any additional knowledge
in the adversary’s possession (such as the public keys and compromised private keys).

We wish to define when two formal expressions are indistinguishable to the adver-
sary. Intuitively, this occurs when the only differences between the two messages lie
within encryption terms that the adversary cannot decrypt. In order to rigorously define
this notion, we first need to formalize when an encryption term is ‘undecryptable’ by
the adversary, which in turn requires us to define the set of keys that the adversary can
learn from an expression.
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An expression might contain keys in the clear. The adversary will learn these keys,
and can then use them to decrypt encryption terms of the expression—which might
reveal yet more keys. By repeating this process, the adversary can learn the set ofre-
coverable decryption keys:

Definition 2 (Visible Subterms, Recoverable Decryption Keys).Letvis (M) ⊆ Exp,
thevisible subterms ofM , be the smallest set of expressions containingM such that:

1. (N1, N2) ∈ vis (M) =⇒ N1 ∈ vis (M) andN2 ∈ vis (M), and
2. {N}K ∈ vis (M) andK−1 ∈ vis (M) =⇒ N ∈ vis (M).

Let R-Keys(M), the set ofrecoverable decryption keysin M , bevis (M) ∩ Keys−1.

This allows us to identify those encryption terms of an expression that will be
‘opaque’ to the adversary: those protected by at least one non-recoverable decryption
key. Thus, we wish to say that two expressions are equivalent if they differ only in the
contents of their ‘opaque’ encryption terms.

However, computational realities force us to add two ways in which an opaque
encryption may leak information: they now reveal the key used to encrypt, and they
now reveal the ‘length’ of the plaintext. This second condition requires that the notion
of length be added to the formal model [40, 29, 11]:

Definition 3 (Formal Length). We introduce a function symbol with fresh letter` with
the following identities:

– For all blocksB1 andB2, `(B1) = `(B2) iff |B1| = |B2|,
– ∀i, j ∈ N, `(Ki) = `(Kj) and`(K−1

i ) = `(K−1
j ),

– If `(M1) = `(N1), `(M2) = `(N2) then`((M1,M2)) = `((N1, N2)), and
– If `(M) = `(N), then for allKi, `({M}Ki) = `({N}Ki).

We introduce this function in order to be able to express that the encryption operation
may leak information about the length. We note that whenBlocks is just{0, 1}, then
equality of`(M) and`(N) implies thatM andN have identical type trees.

Remark 1.The addition of lengths to the formal model is fairly recent, and is not nec-
essary for soundness if computational encryption can hide the length of the plaintext.

Recall that our goal is to define formal equivalence of messages. This requires us to
define what is ‘observable’ for an adversary in an expression. In order to express that,
we define the so-calledpatternof an expression, and two expressions will be considered
equivalent when their patterns are (roughly speaking) identical:

Definition 4 (Pattern). We define theset of patterns, Pat, by the grammar:

Pat ::= Keys | Keys−1 | Blocks | (Pat, Pat) | {Pat}Keys | 2Keys,`(Exp)

The pattern of an expressionM , denoted by pattern(M), is derived fromM by replac-
ing each encryption term{M ′}K ∈ vis (M) (whereK−1 /∈ R-Keys(M)) by2K,`(M ′).

For two patternsP andQ, P = Q is defined the following way:
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– If P ∈ Blocks∪ Keys∪ Keys−1, thenP = Q iff P andQ are identical.
– If P is of the form2K,`(M ′), thenP = Q iff Q is of the form2K,`(N ′), and

`(M ′) = `(N ′) in the sense of Definition 3.
– If P is of the form(P1, P2), thenP = Q iff Q is of the form(Q1, Q2) where

P1 = P2 andQ1 = Q2.
– If P is of the form{P ′}K , thenP = Q iff Q is of the form{Q′}K whereP ′ = Q′.

The symbol2K,`(M ′) in a pattern reveals that some expression was encrypted with the
keyK and its length is̀ (M ′). (Abadi and Rogaway replace these undecryptable terms
by 2.)

One last complication remains before we can define formal equivalence. Consider
two formal expressions that differ only in the names of the keys in them, but such that
if there are identical keys in one of them, there are corresponding identical keys in the
other in the same place. On the other hand, two keys, say,K1 andK2, have the same
meaning: a randomly drawn key, using the same key-generation algorithm. It does not
matter if we replace one of them with the other. The appearance of a new key in an
expression just means a freshly generated key, it does not matter what name we give
it. What matters is only where the identical keys are in an expression, and where are
the differing ones. We wish to formalize the notion of equivalence in such a way that
renaming the keys yields in equivalent expression. Therefore, two formal expressions
should be equivalent if their patterns differ only in the names of their keys.

Definition 5 (Key-Renaming Function). A bijectionσ : Keys→ Keys is called a
key-renaming function. For any expression (or pattern)M , Mσ denotes the expression
(or pattern) obtained fromM by replacing all occurrences of keysK in M by σ(K)
(including those occurrences as indices of2) and all occurrences of keysK−1 in M by
(σ(K))−1.

We are finally able to formalize the symbolic notion of equivalence:

Definition 6 (Equivalence of Expressions).We say that two expressionsM and N
are equivalent, denoted byM ∼= N , if there exists a key-renaming functionσ such that
pattern(M) = pattern(Nσ).

Our main focus in this paper is on key-cycles:

Definition 7 (Key-Cycles).A formal messageM contains akey-cycle if it contains
encryption terms{M1}K1 , {M2}K2 , . . . ,{Mn}Kn (where{Mi}Ki denotes the encryp-
tion of the messageMi with the public keyKi) such thatMi contains the key necessary
to decrypt{Mi+1}Ki+1 andMn contains the key necessary to decrypt{M1}K1 . In this
case we say that we have a key-cycle of lengthn.

3.2 The Computational Model

The fundamental objects of the computational world are strings,strings = {0, 1}∗,
and families of probability distributions over strings. These families are indexed by a
security parameterη ∈ parameters = N (which can be roughly understood as key-
lengths). Two distribution families{Dη}η∈N and{D′

η}η∈N areindistinguishableif no
efficient algorithm can determine from which distribution a value was sampled:
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Definition 8 (Negligible Function). A functionf : N → R is said to benegligible,
written f(n) ≤ neg (n), if for any c > 0 there is annc ∈ N such thatf(n) ≤ n−c

whenevern ≥ nc.

Definition 9 (Indistinguishability). Two families{Dη}η∈N and{D′
η}η∈N, are indis-

tinguishable, writtenDη ≈ D′
η, if for all PPT adversariesA,

∣∣Pr [d ←− Dη;A(1η, d) = 1]− Pr
[
d ←− D′

η; A(1η, d) = 1
]∣∣ ≤ neg (η)

In this model, pairing is an injectivepairing function[·, ·] : strings× strings → strings
such that the length of the result only depends on the length of the paired strings. An
encryption scheme is a triple of algorithms(K, E ,D) with key generationK, encryption
E and decryptionD. Let plaintexts, ciphertexts, publickey andsecretkey be nonempty
subsets ofstrings. The setcoins is some probability field that stands for coin-tossing,
i.e., randomness.

Definition 10 (Encryption Scheme).A computational asymmetric encryption scheme
is a tripleΠ = (K, E ,D) where:

– K : parameters × coins → publickey × secretkey is a key-generation algorithm
with security parameterη,

– E : publickey× plaintexts× coins → ciphertexts is an encryption function, and
– D : secretkey × strings → plaintexts is such that for all(e, d) ∈ publickey ×

secretkey andω ∈ coins

D(d, E(e, m, ω)) = m for all m ∈ plaintexts.

All these algorithms must be computable in polynomial time in the size of the input
not counting thecoins. (For this reason, the setparameters is usually represented as
1∗.) We insist that|E(e,m,w)| = |E(e, m,w′)| for all e ∈ publickey,m ∈ plaintexts
and w, w′ ∈ coins, where|x| stands for the binary length ofx. We also insist that
0∗ ⊆ plaintexts. We lastly insist that for alle and x, all elements in the support of
E(e, x) are of the same length and that this length depends only on|x| and η (when
(e, d) ←− K(1η)).

3.3 Relating the Two Models

In order to prove any relationship between the formal and computational worlds, we
need to define theinterpretationof expressions and patterns. Once an encryption scheme
is picked, we can define the interpretation functionΦ, which assigns to each expression
or patternM a family of random variables{Φη(M)}η∈N such that eachΦη(M) takes
values instrings. As in Abadi and Rogaway [2], this interpretation is defined in an al-
gorithmic way. The full formalism is given in Appendix B, but we present an informal
overview here. For expressions:

– Blocks are interpreted asstrings,
– Each key is interpreted by running the key generation algorithm,
– Pairs are translated into computational pairs,
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– Formal encryptions terms are interpreted by running the encryption algorithm.

We will denote by[[M ]]Φη the distribution ofΦη(M) and by[[M ]]Φ the ensemble of
{[[M ]]Φη

}η∈N. For the interpretation of patterns, everything is the same as for the inter-
pretation of expressions, but we also have:

– The interpretation of a pattern2K,`(M) for a given security parameterη is given by
Φη({0|Φη(M)|}K) where|Φη(M)| is the binary length ofΦη(M), which must be
the same for all samples (due to our assumptions about encryption schemes). We
can call the sequence{|Φη(M)|}η∈N the interpretationof `(M).

For any patternM , let Φ(M) = {Φη(M)}η∈N be the family of random variables given
by the interpretation,[[M ]]Φη

the distribution ofΦη(M) and [[M ]]Φ the ensemble of
distributions{[[M ]]Φη}η∈N.

We can now define the notion of soundness.

Definition 11 (Soundness).We say that an interpretation issound, or that an encryp-
tion schemeprovides soundness, if the interpretationΦ (resulting from the encryption
scheme) is such that

M ∼= N ⇒ [[M ]]Φ ≈ [[N ]]Φ

for any expressionsM andN .

The primary result of Abadi and Rogaway given in [2] is that, in the symmetric case,
soundness is guaranteed by sufficiently strong cryptography (called ‘type-0’) if the ex-
pressionsM andN have no key-cycles. Subsequent work [41] translates this result
to the setting of asymmetric encryption, and derives that a similar soundness property
(in the absence of key-cycles) is guaranteed by chosen-ciphertext security. Subsequent
work [29, 19] confirms that chosen-ciphertext security suffices for several extensions,
so long as key-cycles are prohibited. In the next section, we show that this prohibition
was necessary: in the presence of key-cycles, chosen-ciphertext does not necessarily
guarantee soundness.

4 Chosen-Ciphertext Security is Not Enough

In this section we show that these notions of security, which were standard when the re-
sults of Abadi and Rogaway were published, are not strong enough to ensure soundness
in the case of key-cycles. That is, it is possible to construct encryption schemes that
satisfy the standard notions of security (in particular, CCA-2 in the notation of [13]) but
fail to provide soundness in the presence of key-cycles.

Definition 12 (IND-CCA2—Adaptive Chosen Ciphertext Security).A computation-
al public-key encryption schemeΠ = (K, E ,D) providesindistinguishability under the
adaptive chosen-ciphertext attackif for all PPT adversariesA and for all sufficiently
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large security parametersη:

Pr[ (e, d) ←− K(1η);
m0,m1 ←− AD1(·)(1η, e);
i ←− {0, 1} ;
c ←− E(e, mi);
g ←− AD2(·)(1η, e, c) :
b = g ] ≤ 1

2 + neg (η)

The oracleD1(x) returnsD(d, x), andD2(x) returnsD(d, x) if x 6= c and returns⊥
otherwise. The adversary is assumed to keep state between the two invocations. It is
required thatm0 andm1 be of the same length.

That is, an adversary should not be able to learn from a ciphertext whether it contains
the plaintextm0 or the plaintextm1, even if:

– the adversary knows the public key used to encrypt,
– the adversary can choose the messagesm0 andm1 itself, so long as the messages

have the same length, and
– the adversary can request and receive the decryption of anyotherciphertext.

This definition has been shown to be strictly stronger than almost all other definitions,
including semantic security [13]. It does not, however, guarantee soundness:A does not
have (obviously) access to the private keys, and therefore the messages submitted to
the oraclesD1 andD2 cannot depend on those private keys. Therefore key-dependent
messages are not considered and not captured:

Theorem 1. CCA-2 security does not imply soundness. That is, if there exists an en-
cryption scheme secure against the chosen-ciphertext attack, then there exists another
encryption scheme which is secure against the chosen-ciphertext attack but does not
provide soundness.

We motivate the proof with a simple example: one-time pads. Although this is a form
of symmetric encryption and the rest of this paper discusses asymmetric encryption, the
main ideas translate:

Example 1(One-Time Pad).Consider a key-cycle of length 1, such as the expression
M = {K}K . When interpreted using one-time pads,[[M ]]Φ will become a sequence
of elements from0∗. However, we note thatM is equivalent to the expressionN =
{K ′}K , yet the interpretation ofN will be a family of uniformly random distributions.
Thus, two equivalent expressions yield easily distinguished distribution families.

A similar argument, using CCA-2 encryption schemes instead of one-time pads, will
suffice to prove Theorem 1. Given a CCA-2 secure encryption scheme, another CCA-2
encryption scheme is constructed which will provide distinguishable interpretations for
expressionsM andN above.

Proof. Let Π = (K, E ,D) be a CCA-2 secure encryption scheme. We construct a
second CCA-2 secure encryption schemeΠ ′ = (K′, E ′,D′) such thatK′ = K,D′ = D,
andE ′ is as follows:
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– Receive input(e,m), an encryption key and a message;
– Test whetherm is the decryption key associated withe. For many encryption

schemes, key-pairs are recognizable as such via number-theoretic properties. Even
when this is not the case, this test can be conducted via the sub-algorithm:
• Select a random plaintextr;
• Let c ←− E(e, r);
• Let p ←− D(m, c);
• Test whetherp = r.

– If m is the decryption key associated withe, outputm;
– Otherwise, computec′ ←− E(e,m) and outputc′.

SinceΠ ′ acts exactly likeΠ when plaintexts and encryption keys are unrelated,Π ′

must be also CCA-2 secure. However,Π ′ cannot be KDM-secure. LetM be the formal
expression{K−1}K , and letN be the expression{K ′−1}K . These two expressions
are equivalent, but[[M ]]Φ can be easily distinguished from[[N ]]Φ: the first distribution
family will output a decryption key while the second outputs a ciphertext. ut

Remark 2.We note that in both the example and the proof, the expressionM contains
a key-cycle of length 1. What if all key-cycles are of length 2 or more? The one-time
pad still fails to provide soundness: the interpretation of({K1}K2 , {K2}K1) is a pair of
completely correlated distributions, while the interpretation of({K1}K2 , {K3}K1) is a
pair of independent distributions. The same question in the public-key setting, however,
remains open. That is, there is no known CCA-2 secure encryption scheme which fails
to provide soundness for key-cycles that are of length two or more.

Since CCA-2 security implies a number of other definitions [13] (see the figure
in Appendix A) we can easily conclude that these other definitions also do not imply
soundness:

Corollary 1. Soundness is not implied by any of: NM-CCA-1 security, IND-CCA-1
security, NM-CPA security, or IND-CPA (semantic) security.

Therefore, soundness with key-cycles could not have been demonstrated with the stan-
dardcomputational notions of security available at the time. In the next section, we show
that this soundness property can, however, be met with new computational definitions.

5 KDM Security and Soundness for Key-Cycles

5.1 KDM-Security

In the last section, we showed that the standard notions of security are not strong enough
to enforce soundness in the presence of key-cycles. However,key-dependent message
(KDM) security, which was introduced by Blacket al. [14] (and in a weaker form by
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [16]), is strong enough to enforce soundness even in this
case. (We note that Camenisch and Lysyanskaya also provided a natural application of
KDM security, a credential system with interesting revocation properties, and so KDM
security is of independent interest as well.)
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KDM security strengthens IND-CPA (semantic) security, a weaker form of Defini-
tion 12 in which the adversary does not have access to the decryption oracles. However,
semantic security still allows the adversary to submit two messages to be encrypted.
KDM strengthens this by allowing more general submissions. In particular, in KDM
security the adversary can submit not only fixed messages, but alsofunctionsof the
decryption keys.

More precisely, KDM security is defined in terms of oraclesReald and Faked ,
which work as follows:

– Suppose that for a fixed security parameterη ∈ N, a family of keys is given:
{(ei, di) ←− K(1η)}i∈N. The adversary can now query the oracles providing them
with a pair(j, g), wherej ∈ N andg : secretkey∞ → {0, 1}∗ is a constant length,
deterministic function andd is defined as the sequence〈d1, d2, . . .〉:
• The oracleReald when receiving this input returnsc ←− E(ej , g(d));
• The oracleFaked when receiving this same input returnsc ←− E(ej , 0|g(d)|).

The challenge facing the adversary is to decide whether he has interacted with oracle
Reald or oracleFaked . Formally:

Definition 13 (KDM Security). Let Π = (K, E ,D) be an asymmetric encryption
scheme. Let the two oraclesReald and Faked be as defined above. We say that the
encryption scheme isKDM-secureif for all PPT adversariesA and for all sufficiently
large security parametersη:

∣∣Pr
[
(e,d) ←− K(1η) : AReald(1η, e) = 1

]−
Pr

[
(e,d) ←− K(1η) : AFaked(1η, e) = 1

]∣∣ ≤ neg (η)

Remark 3.We note that although all known implementations of KDM-security are in
the random-oracle model, this definition is well-founded even in the standard model. We
also note that this definition is phrased in terms of indistinguishability. One could also
imagine analogous definitions phrased in terms of non-malleability, but an exploration
of those are beyond the scope of the paper.

5.2 Soundness for Key-Cycles

Below, we present our main soundness result: if an encryption scheme is KDM secure,
it also satisfies soundness.

Theorem 2 (KDM Security Implies Soundness).Let Π = (K, E ,D) be a computa-
tional encryption scheme. IfΠ is KDM-secure, thenΠ provides soundness.

This theorem holds even when the expressions have encryption-cycles. The proof in
this case is a somewhat reduced hybrid argument. In a standard hybrid argument, like
the one Abadi and Rogaway used to prove their soundness result, several patterns are
put betweenM andN ; then, using security, it is proven that soundness holds between
each two consecutive patterns, and therefore soundness holds forM and N . In our
case, we first directly prove that[[M ]]Φ is indistinguishable from[[pattern(M)]]Φ. Then,
since that holds forN too, and sincepattern(M) differs frompattern(N) only in the
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name of keys,[[pattern(M)]]Φ is indistinguishable from[[pattern(N)]]Φ, therefore the
result follows. KDM security is used when we show that[[M ]]Φ and[[pattern(M)]]Φ are
indistinguishable.

Proof. For an arbitrary keyK, let ι(K) denote the index ofK. For an expressionM , a
set of formal decryption keysS, and a functionτ defined on(Keys∪Keys−1) \S such
that τ |Keys takes values inpublickey andτ |Keys−1 takes values insecretkey, we define
a functionfM,S,τ : coinse(M) × secretkey∞ → strings (wheree(M) is the number of
encryptions inM ) inductively the following way:

– ForB ∈ Blocks, let fB,S,τ : secretkey∞ → strings, fB,S,τ (d) = B;
– ForK ∈ Keys, let fK,S,τ : secretkey∞ → strings, fK,S,τ (d) = τ(K);
– For K−1 ∈ Keys−1, if K−1 /∈ S, then fK−1,S,τ : secretkey∞ → strings,

fK−1,S,τ (d) = τ(K−1);
– For K−1 ∈ Keys−1, if K−1 ∈ S, then fK−1,S,τ : secretkey∞ → strings,

fK−1,S,τ (d) = dι(K);
– Let f(M,N),S,τ : coinse(M)× coinse(N)× secretkey∞ → strings. Then,f(M,N),S,τ

is defined as
f(M,N),S,τ (ωM , ωN ,d) = [fM,S,τ (ωM ,d), fN,S,τ (ωN ,d)];

– Let f{M}K ,S,τ : coins × coinse(M) × secretkey∞ → strings. Then,f{M}K ,S,τ is
defined as
f{M}K ,S,τ (ω, ωM ,d) = E(τ(K), fM,S,τ (ωM ,d), ω).

We first prove that[[M ]]Φ ≈ [[pattern(M)]]Φ. Suppose that[[M ]]Φ 6≈ [[pattern(M)]]Φ,
which means that there is an adversaryA that distinguishes the two distributions, that is

Pr(x ←− [[M ]]Φη : A(1η, x) = 1)− Pr(x ←− [[pattern(M)]]Φη : A(1η, x) = 1)

is a non-negligible function ofη. We will show that this contradicts the fact that the
system is KDM-secure. To this end, we construct an adversary that can distinguish
between the oraclesReald andFaked . Let F denote either of these oracles. Lete ∈
publickey∞ be the array of public keys thatF outputs. From now on, letS = Keys−1 \
R-Keys(M), and if K−1 ∈ S, let thenτ(K) = eι(K). Consider now the following
algorithm:

algorithm BF
η (e,M)

ForK−1 ∈ R-Keys(M), do(τ(K), τ(K−1)) ←− K(1η)
y ←− CONVERT2e(M, M)
b ←− A(1η, y)
return b

algorithm CONVERT2e(M ′,M) with M ′ v M
if M ′ = K whereK ∈ Keys then

return τ(K)
if M ′ = K−1 whereK−1 ∈ R-Keys(M) then

return τ(K−1)
if M = B whereB ∈ Blocks then
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return B
if M ′ = (M1,M2) then

x ←− CONVERT2e(M1,M)
y ←− CONVERT2e(M2,M)
return [x, y]

if M ′ = {M ′′}K with K−1 ∈ R-Keys(M) then
x ←− CONVERT2e(M ′′,M)
y ←− E(τ(K), x)
return y

if M ′ = {M ′′}K with K−1 /∈ R-Keys(M) then
ω ←− coinse(M ′′)

y ←− F(ι(K), fM ′′,S,τ (ω, .))
return y

This algorithm applies the distinguisherA(1η, ·) on the distribution[[M ]]Φ whenF
is Reald , and the distribution of[[pattern(M)]]Φ whenF is Faked . So, if A(1η, ·)
can distinguish[[M ]]Φ and[[pattern(M)]]Φ, thenBF

η (e,M) can distinguishReald and
Faked . But we assumed thatReald andFaked cannot be distinguished, so[[M ]]Φ ≈
[[pattern(M)]]Φ.

In a similar manner, we can show that[[N ]]Φ ≈ [[pattern(N)]]Φ. It is easy to see
that [[pattern(M)]]Φ = [[pattern(N)]]Φ, because the two patterns differ only by key-
renaming. Hence[[M ]]Φ ≈ [[N ]]Φ. ut

This one result has many powerful implications. Many extensions of the Abadi
and Rogaway result simply rely on soundness as a ‘black-box’ assumption, and are
not themselves hindered by key-cycles. By removing the key-cycle restriction from the
Abadi-Rogaway result, it is removed from these extensions as well.

Consider, for example, the non-malleability results of Herzog [29]. In this setting,
the adversary does not wish to distinguish two expressions but to transform one expres-
sionM into another expressionM ′. The formal adversary has only a limited power to
do this, and can only produce formal messages in a set called theclosureof M (de-
notedC[M ]). Soundness for this non-malleability property is that no computational
adversary, given the interpretation ofM , can produce the interpretation of an expres-
sion outsideC[M ]. As Herzog shows, this soundness for this non-malleability property
is directly implied by soundness for indistinguishability of messages (Definition 11).
Because we show the KDM security soundness for message indistinguishability, this
result of Herzog shows that it also provides soundness for non-malleability properties
as well.

5.3 A Strictly New Notion

We now provide brief propositions about what Blacket al. claimed informally: the
notion of KDM security is ‘orthogonal’ to the previous definitions of security. In par-
ticular, we claim that KDM security neither implies nor is implied by chosen-ciphertext
security (CCA-2). The former is proved directly, Theorem 3, while the latter is a corol-
lary to previous theorems:
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Corollary 2. CCA-2 security does not imply KDM-security. If there exists an encryp-
tion scheme secure against the chosen-ciphertext attack, there exists an encryption
scheme which is secure against the chosen-ciphertext attack but not KDM-secure.

Theorem 3. KDM security does not imply NM-CPA security. That is, there is an en-
cryption scheme that is KDM-secure, but not NM-CPA secure.

Proof. This is easily seen by inspecting the KDM-secure encryption scheme given by
Blacket al.in the random oracle model [14]. LetF be a trapdoor permutation generator.
Then:

– K = F produces pairs(f, f−1) wheref encodes a trapdoor permutation andf−1

encodes its inverse,
– The encryption algorithmE , on input (f, M), selects a random bit-stringr and

returns the pair(f(r),RO(r)⊕M) (whereRO is the random oracle),
– D, on input

(
f−1, C = (c1, c2)

)
, returnsRO

(
f−1(c1)

)⊕ c2.

This scheme is not NM-CPA secure: it is simple to change the ciphertext associated
with a messageM into the ciphertext of a related message. Note that an encryption of
M provides confidentiality by essentially applying a randomr as a one-time pad. Thus,
changing a single bit of the (second component of a) ciphertext changes the same bit
of the plaintext. That is, ifC = (f(r),RO(r)⊕M) is an encryption ofM , one can
easily createC ′ =

(
f(r),RO(r)⊕M

)
(whereM is the bit-wise complement ofM ).

C ′ decrypts toM . Thus, this KDM-secure encryption scheme does not provide non-
malleability of ciphertexts. ut
Due to the various relations among the security notions (see Appendix A) we have the
following corollary:

Corollary 3. KDM security implies neither NM-CCA1 security nor CCA2 security.

We conclude our discussion on the relationships between different notions of security
by showing that soundness does not imply IND-CPA:

Theorem 4. Soundness does not imply IND-CPA. That is, if there exists an encryption
scheme with provides soundness, there exists a scheme which provides soundness but is
not IND-CPA.

Proof. Let Π = (K, E ,D) be a sound encryption scheme. LetΠ ′ = (K′, E ′,D′) be the
following. LetK′ = K. Let E ′ do the same on an input of a pair of a public key and a
plaintext(k, x) asE for all plaintext, except whenx is the security parameter given by
k, in which caseE ′ outputs a fixed bit-stringσ of the same length asE(k, x). D′ is the
corresponding modified decryption algorithm.

This encryption scheme is still sound, because the interpretation of any expression
with respect toE is indistinguishable from the interpretation of this same expression
with respect toE ′. The reason for this is the following: For each security parameter,
there is only one string that is encrypted differently byE andE ′. Let Φ andΦ′ de-
note the respective interpretations. For anyK public or private key,[[K]]Φ = [[K]]Φ′
trivially, and also[[B]]Φ = [[B]]Φ′ for any blockB. Moreover these interpretations
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hit the security parameter with negligible probability. Now, for any expressionM , if
[[M ]]Φ ≈ [[M ]]Φ′ and [[M ]]Φ′ hits the security parameter with negligible probability,
then[[{M}K ]]Φ ≈ [[{M}K ]]Φ′ , and[[{M}K ]]Φ′ hits the security parameter with negli-
gible probability. Similarly for pairing. Therefore, by induction, the two interpretations
of a given expression are indistinguishable.

On the other hand, it is easy to see, thatΠ ′ is not IND-CPA secure, because an
adversary who submits as candidate messages the security parameter and0η (that is,
outputsm0 = 0η, m1 = 1η) will certainly be able to determine which of the two
messages was encrypted.

These statements are summarized in a figure in Appendix A.

6 Conclusions

We have considered computational soundness of formal encryption. This property states
that formal equivalence of symbolic expressions implies computational indistinguisha-
bility when the symbolic expressions are interpreted using a given computational en-
cryption scheme. Computational soundness was proved in Abadi and Rogaway [2] un-
der the assumption that there are no key-cycles and that a computational encryption
scheme satisfies a strong version of semantic security (so-called type-0 in the sense of
Abadi and Rogaway [2]). We have considered a modification of their logic in the case
of which-key revealing and message-length revealing, asymmetric encryption schemes
(which corresponds to so-called type-3 in the sense of Abadi and Rogaway [2]). In the
presence of key-cycles, we have proved that the computational soundness property fol-
lows from the key-dependent message (KDM) security proposed by Blacket al. [14].
As far as we know, this is the first time that in order to achieve soundness, the computa-
tional model is strengthened and not the formal model weakened. We have also shown
that the computational soundness property neither implies nor is it implied by security
against chosen ciphertext attack, CCA-2. This is in contrast to many previous results
where forms of soundness are implied by CCA-2 security.

Our work presents several directions for future research. Firstly, several questions
about KDM security (independently of any soundness considerations) remain unan-
swered. An implementation of KDM security in the standard model remains to be
found, although there are several natural candidates (for instance Cramer-Shoup [22]).
Conversely, there remains to be found a natural (i.e., non-constructed) example of an
encryption scheme which is secure in the sense of CCA-2 but is not KDM-secure. Fur-
ther, the constructed examples of such encryption schemes only fail to provide KDM
security when presented with key-cycles of length 1. It may be possible that CCA-2 se-
curity implies KDM security when all key-cycles are of length 2 or more. Lastly, similar
questions can also be posed in the setting of symmetric-key encryption—a course of in-
vestigation we are currently investigating.

With regard to soundness, on the other hand, it seems desirable to extend our results
from the passive-adversary setting to that of the active adversary. Also, we show that the
relationship between the formal and computational models requires more than chosen-
ciphertext security. While it demonstrates that KDM security is also necessary, it does
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not show it to be sufficient—even when conjoined with CCA-2 security. That is, this
investigation is not complete; it is more than likely additional properties will be revealed
as necessary as soundness is more fully explored.
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A Computational Definitions of Security For Asymmetric
Encryption Schemes

We present the standard computational notions of security for asymmetric encryption
schemes. See Figure 1 for their relationships.

B Interpretation Algorithm

For a patternM we define the interpretation as

algorithm INITIALIZEη(M)
for K ∈ Keys(M) do (τ(K), τ(K−1)) ←− K(1η)
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Fig. 1. Relation Among Different Security Notions

algorithm CONVERTη(M)
if M = K whereK ∈ Keys then

return τ(K)
if M = K−1 whereK ∈ Keys−1 then

return τ(K−1)
if M = B whereB ∈ Blocks then

return B
if M = (M1,M2) then

x ←− CONVETη(M1)
y ←− CONVERTη(M2)
return [x, y]

if M = {M1}K then
x ←− CONVERTη(M1)
y ←− E(τ(K), x)
return y

if M = 2K,`(M ′), then
y ←− E(τ(K), 0|Φη(M ′)|)
return y

We note that expressions are simply patterns in which symbols of the form2K,`(M ′)
do not appear, and thus can be interpreted by this same algorithm.


